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Abstract

A method is developed to make a Bose transformation

which is restricted in proper space. A self-consistent indepen-

dent spin wave representation (SCISWR) is found for two di-

mensional isotropic antiferromagnet of Heisenberg square lat-

tices. In the SCISWR , we have successfully done the renor-

malization from both the dynamic and kinematic interaction

and calculated the corrections from the correlations of the near-

estneighbeur and next nearest neighbour sites. An anisotropic

excitation energy of spin wave in improper space is found self-

consistently and has a gap. The difficulty of divergence appear-

ing from higher order perturbation terms in the conventional

spin wave theory has been overcome and the convergence in our

approach seems quite good. We find the energy of ground state

E ss —0.659 in low order approximation and the magnetization

of subiattice Mz = 0.430 x (N/2) for system with spin 1/2. It is

also proved that a physical spin excitation restricted in proper

space is still isotropic and has no gap.

Permanent address: Department of Physics, Fudan University, Shanghai 200433, People's Republic

of China.
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The spin wave theory (SWT) has a long history and it has worked

well for three-dimensional magnetic system. In low dimensional case, the

Mermin-Wagner theorem pointed out that there is no long range order

at finite temperature for isotropic magnetic Heisenberg model. The con-

ventional spin wave theory has met serious diffilajfcies for low-dimensional

systems due to the divergence in the calculation of higher order corrections.

The two-dimensional (2D) Heisenberg model has received considerable at-

tention in recent literature, perhaps due to the advent of high temperature

superconductivity in some oxide compounds, which is thought to be an

S — j antiferromagnet, and has been shown to evidence tong-ranged 2D

antiferromagnetic correlation. Recently, a number of methods has been

proposed I~10 to deal with S = 1/2 isotropic antiferromagnetic Heisenberg

model (AFHM) on 2D square lattice . From different theoretical schemes

based on Slave boson of RVB8 or Schwinger boson,9 one can obtain differ-

ent results. The numerical calculations '~e have supported the existence

of long range order at zero temperature and recent Green-function Monte

Carlo5( 12 x 12) and projection Monte Carlo studiese(32 x 32) give the ground

state energy E =s -0.6692(8)iVJ. However, the conventional SWT does not

work well in such 2D systems even for the ground state with a long range

order due to the problem of divergence. Takahashilu proposed a modified

SWT in which the Mermin-Wagner theorem is treated as a condition of

constraint. It seans to shed SUB light en how to save the spin wave theory in

low-dimensional isotropic magnetic quantum system. Unfortunately, their
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trick may not work at zero temperature although it Marks veil at finite tem-

perature, since the magnetization of sublattice S' may not be zero and the

constraint of S* — 0 in their paper will be a failure. In this paper, we will

use a Bose transformation11"12 to 2D AFHM where the transformation is

restricted in proper space .

The Hamiltcnian of AFHM is

f.g f.g

where Jz and Jxy are positive. We are studying an AFHM on square lat-

tice so that it can be divided into two sublattices F and G. In conven-

tional SWT, one maps the spin operators into Bose operators by means of

Holstein-Primakoff13 or Dyson-Ma!eev"~ls transformation. However, the

transformations only keep the commutators but not the space so that one

must keep in mind how to estimate such an additional kinematic inter-

action. The physical space of Boson representation must be restricted in

proper space where the maximum number of excitation of spins must not

exceed 2 5 + 1 since the number of the eigenstates of S2 is 25 + 1. It is a

physical constraint to the spin wave described by Boson excitation. In this

letter, some projector operators have been introduced to keep the constraint

in Bose transformation.

From the definition of step function 9(x), we have defined a projector

operator for each lattice site: 0(25'—at af-g) with 25' = 25+tandO<e<l .
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The projector operators can be proved to have the following representation:

00

a|a i) = ^B Ja1+ Ia | , UF,G. (2)

(3)

where Bo = I, B, = 0 (I = 1,---2S),

(2S)U\(l - 2S - l)V - " + 1 '

In the case of S = 1/2 ,we have B, = ( - l ) ' - ' ( ' - I)/1' for f > 1.

In this letter, we only study the case of S = 1/2 . It is easy to extend

the formulation to general case. For antiferromagnetic system on square

lattice, our Bose transformation is

Sf =

S* = -

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

The operators (a, a*, b, b+) satisfy the well-known boson commutators. Sub-

stituting the expansion ( 2 ) of 9 into (4) - (7), we obtain :

Sf =
(=0

= (-1)'/", D, =

(8)

(9)

(10)

The transformation of S | is the conjugation of eq.(8). We can also find

the transformation for the sublattices G similarly. The transformations
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have not only kept the right spin commutators but also the exact physical

space. The constraint on the excitation of spin wave has been kept in

Hamiltonian automatically. As a first step, we would find a self-consistent

independent spin wave representation (SCISWR) as a non-interacting part

of Hamiltonian and assume that

H = Ua + H2(TJ) + Hi(rj), (11)

-bgbg) - j j ^ ( a f b g + a*bg) (12)

where H/(r;)(= H - H2(t?}) is the remainder interaction of spin wave. The

H2(i?) can be diagnalized by means of a Bogolubov transformation. The

excitation energy of free spin wave in representation of H2(tl) is

(13)

In conventional SWT, TJ is always set to one . However, the anisotropic para-

meter T) must be, in principle, determined self-consistently in our scheme.

If self-consistent solution of TJ is not one, it means that the excitation of free

spin wave in improper space is anisotropic. In the SCISWR, the averages

(Ofbg), (afbg}, {ajaf,}, (afaf,), (bgbg,)<mc/{bgbg>} must be zero and

- ^ f , f , (14)

~^g,g', (15)

(16)

(17)exp(-k-r),

exP(-k • d). (18)
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We can calculate [af,H]_ by means of Wick Theorem to take into account

the renormalization from all remaining interactions in the SC1SWR:

[aj, HI- » A(n,g) £ af - B(n, g) £
g K

(19)

The anisotropic parameter is defined by rf = B(n,g)/A(n,g), where

A(n,g) and B(n,g) are the functions of n and g related to TJ. If the ini-

tial independent spin wave representation is isotropic (n = 1), we have

TJ' R; 0.83009 . It means that the effective interaction along Z direction

is stronger than the others and implies the possible existence of symme-

try broken in the ground state. In principle, it may be better to find an

independent spin wave representation self-consistently . Then one can ex-

pect to have a good approach to the exact ground state of the system.

The self-consistent anisotropic parameter TJ" can be obtained by solving the

fixed point of ij' equation . We have done that by computer and found a

stable fixed point : r;" as 0.86004 for 2D isotropic AFHM on square lat-

tice. In the SCISWR, n =s 0.07398, g{6) « 0.14773 and the excitation

energy of spin wave in improper space is eĵ  = 0.6110Ji/l — V"1!^ with

7k = (cos kxa + cos kya)j2. The Hamlltonian H reduces to

H = Uo + H2(T)') + Hi()j*). (20)

The energy of ground state and magnetization of sublattices are

E =
f.g

(21)
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where Hfg is the pair Hamiltonian of the nearest neighbour lattices (f, g),

P an operator to project any vector of state into physical proper space

defined by P = Yl^;, \rj') the ground state of Hjfj/*) and |t/>) the exact

ground state of system.

If we neglect, as a first approximation, the correlations of sites (f, g)

with all other lattices, |^) in (21) can be approximated by \TJ') and our

calculations show that the energy of ground state and magnetization of

sublattice F will be E ss -0.650AT J and M*F ss 0.432(JV/2). Then, Hamil-

tonian HI(T/") can be considered as a perturbation and we find

(22)

where Q is a projector operator to rule out the state |f"). There are infi-

nite diagrams contributing to (0|Hi|^>) even for second order perturbation

since our Haniltonian has infinite terms in remainder interactions. For-

tunately, each line in diagram will carry a small factor n (w 0.07398) or

g(6)(zz 0.14773) and the lowest order diagram has four lines at least since

we have used the SCISWR as a non-interaction representation. Higher or-

der perturbation term will give higher order contribution. The convergence

of perturbation theory seems quite good. Here, we have calculated the cor-

rections from the correlation between (f, g) and the projector operators at

different lattices and found the energy of ground state
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+ (higher order terms), (23)

where the site f̂  is the n.n. of g, g4 the n.n.n. of g, whereas Si, £2.51 come

from the corrections of n.n. correlation, and £',, ^'2,W from n.n.n..

The term E, is from -<»?'!afbg0fj|j7*)c and — (»?-|Sjb^fa(17-),;, £',

from -(j/*|afbgfl,,4|7j')c and -{i)'|ajb^g4|j/*)c, whereas Ej, £!,, ^ a n d n '

are from {i? '|Sf|fl-)(i,*|S«flfJi,')e,{i? '|Sf|,')<ij'|SJ^W)<:,<,iSfS5flr,|7 ')(!

and (^*|SfS|£lg4|T/"}c, respectively, where {•••)c means the average taken in

linked diagrams. Meanwhile,

>% (24)

and (i'\6{6g6g4\r)') can be calculated similarly.

After the tedious calculation of all of these terms by means of Wick

theorem in the SCISWR, we have the ground state energy

(H) ss (-0.6420 - 0.01562 - 0.00153)JVJ

« - 0.6592NJ (25)

where —0.01562 is from the n.n. correlations and —0.00153 from n.n.n.. The

value is quite close to the recent numerical calcultions —0.6692(8). 9~10

In the same approximation, the magnetization of sublattices
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y
„ (>?*l%*rf e F \ i i M

0.4296(JV/2), (26)

where gi is the n.n. of lattice f and g' the n.n.n. of g j . The conventional

SWT provides MZ
F « 0.303(Af/2).t6"1T Exact diagonalization also gives this

result.

Finally, we must point out that the excitation in the momentum space

ajjij*) is not a real physical excitation . Its gap is very favour±>leto overcome

the divergence in perturbation series and makes our improved SWT have

a rapid convergence. However, the real spin excitation must be in proper

space . Therefore, we must study the real physical spin excitation in proper

space which is defined by the state ajjt/i) and find out whether it has a gap

or not. For the isotropic Heisenberg model, we have

[Sf,H]_ = ^

Considering the following symmetry:

] „ afi,

(27)

(28)
g 8 f

if we make some approximation, the first term on the right-hand side of

(27) will become

i E [%sf - ^g6*] * A H sf B (29)
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In the same approximation, the second term on the right-hand side of (27)

will read

J- £ [Bt% - itfi,bj] * B Y, if + A £ 6; (30)
f K g

Therefore, we obtain

[ar, H]_ « (A - B) Y, ar - (A - B) £ b*. (31)
& g

It reduces to the isotropjc excitation without energy gap that can satisfy

the Goldstone theorem .
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